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Building-Level Reflections and Strategic Plan

COMPREHENSIVE NEEDS ASSESSMENT: Bentonville West has established a focus on how we use data to ensure we are
meeting the needs of all of our students. We have created blocks of time in our schedule for our PLC’s to meet and discuss
data. We have developed and used software to determine our students' scores on various assessments, including but not
limited to ACT, ACT Aspire, MAP, PSAT, WorkKeys, etc. We examined the results for all students including subpopulation. In
addition, as a Response to Intervention leadership group, we studied our attendance, disciplinary and achievement data over
the past three years. We examined all the data for the purpose of determining student learning and behavioral needs. We
looked at the trend data, from these various assessments, in order to better identify the areas of need and help align
classroom instruction with State Standards, in English, Math, and Science. We examined our routines, customs, norms, and
expectations in order to see why our students are not achieving their potential. Our supporting data statements show that
there has been a slight improvement among our various subpopulations. While that remains at the forefront of our teacher’s
minds, we have not made those groups a focus for this year. We are modifying our curriculum, instruction, assessment and
professional development practices to better meet the needs of all our populations. Our data analysis led us to prioritize
these (3) areas:

● Data disaggregation, analysis, and determination and remediation for all students
● Parent Communication.
● Staff morale

We will select interventions and use funds that put us in the best position to address those needs. As an RTI intervention
team, we will review all pertinent data from past assessments, and ensure our PLC’s are fully aware of the data, and that they
are speaking about it in their PLC’s. We have improved our website and access to pertinent information both on our website
and not. We have provided a safe space for parents to express their concerns as well as multiple “Parent University”
opportunities to learn how to better support their students in their everyday completion of class work. For morale, we have



scheduled several staff outings outside of school as well events within the school for staff to get involved in. At the end of the
year we ask for parents to complete a survey to give us feedback and allow us to adjust to meet their needs. Our goal is to
reduce the gaps in student achievement, especially in Math Literacy, and Science.

DATA SUMMARY-CURRENT REALITY

STRENGTH AREAS:
● Increase in student attending and interested in College and Career readiness - There are multiple data points that show that our

students are more engaged in their interest and readiness for post secondary education. We require all of our students to complete a
one page biography, resume, elevator speech to help them prepare for post secondary education and/or employment. All of our
Senior’s will get the opportunity to work directly with WorkKeys software again this year in addition to an emphasis on juniors
understanding the purpose and scope of WorKeys. Our school was recognized as one of the top schools in the state in completion of
the modules within WorkKeys. Our completion of, and scores within that test made us one of the top schools in the state. This is
students accessing and determining their strength in Workplace and career readiness. Our younger students are able to connect with
college and career readiness through WorkKeys and Naviance. This allows them to complete interest surveys to give them a better
understanding of what their aptitude for certain things is.

● Student connection and morale - One of our essential goals for our students is to get and keep them engaged. Our first goal is to
get them here to school. We analyze data from the junior high’s to determine what students will need the most interaction to stay
engaged. When we do our tours in December, we focus on those students who junior high teachers have determined need some sort
of connection and we group them specially as they take their tour. We encourage clubs, school events, and stress the importance of
connecting at school. We present to them and make sure they leave with no question about what their experience is and how they
can contribute. We also have Three dances this year, and two that have Spirit weeks prior. We have several sports teams that
students can get involved with, and we had a much higher game attendance rate.
We have several ways that we connect and engage students, and we are pretty proud of our efforts in this area; however, we will
continually grow in this area, regardless of our strength in it.

● Student enrollment in higher level courses(AP, Pre-AP, Internship, NWACC) - Over the past two years, we have focused on
growing our interest and enrollment in higher level courses. We have consulted with “Lead Higher” to recruit more students in poverty
or students of color. We asked teachers to input who they thought would be great advanced level students. We then reviewed their
test scores and classwork to determine whether they would be worthy students at that level. Teachers and other school members
then talked to these students. We do this to make sure these students have someone they know in front of them. We encouraged
students that were in these advanced classes to encourage their friends to try. All of these efforts went into enrolling more students in
Advanced classes.  Our counselors have also coordinated with the junior high’s to make sure that their curriculum aligns with ours.



All of these actions created a strong student base and understanding which will help tremendously when students are preparing to
make a choice about their freshman classes. For example, as a result of these efforts, we had an increase of 610 students enrolled in
AP courses. These efforts are done continuously, and will be done with fidelity.

GROWTH AREAS:
● Data Disaggregation, analysis, and determination and remediation for all students: We have made a commitment to

PLC’s, the RTI process, and the supporting an inspection of that process. Teachers at the start of the year attended Professional
Development that stressed the importance of having a plan and having the tools and data to execute the plan. It all starts in the PLC
and currently we are not doing all we can do with fidelity. Our test scores this year reflect a lack of emphasis on using specific data
and creating measurable goals for their daily PLC time. Our 9th grade student ACT Aspire scores were lower than we expected (from
48% to 34% ready and/or exceeding in Math, and from 75% to 69% in Englsh). In addition, African American students decreased
significantly in English (70% to 52% ready and/or exceeding) and Math (27% to 14% ready and/or exceeding). We also have some
teachers that are stand alone and have no other person that teaches that type of class in the building. For these teachers, we have
rearranged our FLEX time to allow teachers to use that time to collaborate with their counterparts within the district.  We have also
created a calendar in which certain days are designated as focus days for certain subjects. This will allow for our Math departments
and 9th grade PLC leads to focus on the students that need the most support.

● Parent Communication: Our parent survey results reflect that we have several growth areas in communicating with
parents. They expressed concern not with notification of status of grades, but with communication with teachers on how to
improve those grades or how students can get the remediation they need. In addition, parents expressed they did not
have enough information for their students who were considering post secondary jobs, training, and college. Parents
ultimately want transparency in several other areas, but the emphasis was on those two main areas. We have added a
weekly parent announcement/email to inform parents of school events, important dates, and activities.  We have also
scheduled additional “Parent University” sessions that will answer all of these needs. In addition, the district is hosting
sessions for parents on grading, Pre-AP information, and also our focus on NWTI and other vocational programs for our
students. We will utilize the opportunity the community provides for our students to attend conferences and events centered around
NWTI and internships. We will consistently track student enrollment and interest surveys to determine the proper balance of what
students need and what our teachers and schedule are able to support.

● Staff morale: Through COVID and all of the hard work that teachers did to ensure that teaching and learning was as seamless as
possible, in addition to all of the pressures received by parents and the community, teachers have had a difficult time. We recognized
this, and have done many things to support teachers in this previous year, but we always strive to do more. We have committed to
hosting more staff events both inside and outside of school. We sent out interest surveys for what PC topics staff would prefer. The



district then compiled those results, and created PD around those topics. This  PD was plentiful and allowed for total teacher
autonomy in selecting their PD. We have added time for Individual and 2 person PLC’s to meet during FLEX time to plan properly.
We work with our PTO to provide snacks, meals, and other treats for teachers to show our appreciation. We have also schedule
events outside of the school day (bike rides, hikes, etc.) for teacher to meet and connect. We are continually monitoring to add
events and support as teachers need it.

DISTRICT GOAL(s): Bentonville Strategic Plan 2021 Building goals must be connected to district goals.

● Academic Excellence: Students will be engaged in personalized learning experiences that are real, relevant, and

rigorous. Students will be supported with a multi-tiered system of support early and often when in need of assistance

for grade level performance.

● Refined Communication System: Execute a universal plan of school, district and executive communication to address

parents & community.

● Safe & Collaborative Culture: Build staff capacity to function as a member of the PLC.

MISSION & VISION:
Bentonville West mission:Bentonville West High School will foster a culture of innovation and engagement where all learners achieve and belong.

Bentonville West vision: Bentonville West High School will create a positive, innovative, and engaging environment where all stakeholders
contribute their unique gifts for the betterment of the school, the community, and the world. Each student and staff member will be an active
participant in an ever-evolving and inclusive learning atmosphere, which creates successful lifelong learners and productive citizens.

IIID01
Response to
Intervention

The school implements a reliable and valid system-wide screening process for academics and behavior that
includes the assessment of all students multiple times per year and establishes decision rules to determine those

students in need of targeted intervention. Provide a tiered system of instructional and behavioral supports and
intervention (RTI).

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jnr8gavBLFbnN-dRqzdUQbbjKi1yFE2B/view


SMART GOAL LEAD STAFF ACTION STEPS: What
needs to be done?

RESOURCES NEEDED EVIDENCE
(How will success be measured?

What will evidence of success look
like?)

We will administer
MAP testing to (at
minimum) 96% of
our student
population,and we
will provide this
data to teachers to
review in PLC’s

Tacuma Williams
PLC Leadership

● Provide
professional
development and
support for
teachers

● Set up scheduling
for testing all
students
(including virtual)

● Provide data to
teachers in PLC

● MAP testing software
● Student Chromebooks
● Library & Lecture Hall for make

up testing
● Dr. Saferite (testing Coordinator

● Data stories delivered
by PLC three times this
year

● Students show growth in
MAP test results from
September to May

PLC’s will use data
from assessments
to ensure all CFA’s
have proper rigor
and relevance to
our student
learners.

PLC Leadership
District specialists

● Prior to PLC,
teachers will
collect data from
CFA’s (both past
and present)

● During the PLC
meeting, teachers
will show trends
from the data and
make
suggestions for
remediation

● Teachers will
adjust the tests to
accommodate
and support all
students

● This is a

● CFA test results
● MAP data

● Students
achieving master
level will
increase.

● Students MAP
scores will
increase



continuous cycle
that will take
place weekly.

We will create a
FLEX priority
rotation for
departments so
our remediation
(RTI) program is
more focused and
student-centered

Department Chair’s
PLC Leadership

● Create system
that is equitable
to all
departments, and
supportive of
students

● Analyze
effectiveness  of
FLEX rotation
schedule twice
per year

● CFA’s
● MAP
● ACT Aspire
● Matrix

● Student F & D list is
reduced

● Students perform better
on Assessments (CFA,
Aspire, ACT, PSAT)

FE06
Refined

Communication

The school regularly communicates with parents (families) about its expectations of them and the importance of the
curriculum of the home (what parents can do at home to support their children's learning). Provide a two-way
school-home communication linked to learning.

SMART GOAL LEAD STAFF ACTION STEPS: What
needs to be done?

RESOURCES NEEDED EVIDENCE
(How will success be measured?

What will evidence of success look
like?)

Each teacher will
maintain a Google
classroom and
ensure it is current,
relevant and
descriptive of
curriculum,
classroom
activities, and
student progress

Assistant Principals
Department Heads

● Teachers will
update their
google
classrooms for
the 2021-2022
school year.

● Administrators
will review all
teacher websites
and google
classrooms to
make sure they
are compliant

● Teachers will
continue to

● Dee Thomas & Tech support
● Teacher website Template and

procedures

● All google classrooms
inspected by Admin. are
aligned, supportive of
students, and
informative to parents.

● Parent survey results at
the end of the year will
show success or need
for improvement.



update the
website and
google classroom
as necessary.

We will host
Parent University
sessions with
parents

Rebecca Camarigg
Sarah Merayo
School Counselors
Principal
Assistant Principals

● Conduct parent
needs
assessment to
pinpoint what
topics are needed

● Utilize experts in
areas of concern
(internal and
external) to
conduct Parent
University
Sessions

● Send invitation to
parents through
announcements
and social media

● Teachers, staff, resident experts
that will present to parents

● PAC space and time

● Attendance to parent
University

● Yearly parent survey
results

ID13
Safe &

Collaborative
Culture

Instructional Teams meet for blocks of time sufficient to develop and refine units of instruction and review student
learning data in professional learning communities (PLCs).

ID13 Collaborative Culture

SMART GOAL LEAD STAFF Action(s) RESOURCES NEEDED EVIDENCE
(How will success be measured?

What will evidence of success look
like?)

BWHS PLC’s will
use data (from
formative/
summative
assessments) to
develop support

Tacuma Williams -
PLC Administrator
PLC Leaders (too
many to list in this
section)

● PLC’s will access
MAP, CFA’s to
determine what
students require
remediation

● PLC’s will

● RTI Scheduler system ● Inspection of the RTI
scheduler system will
allow us to determine
which students need
support, and if in fact
teachers are assignment

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gV309ZkeeD6dTquE6AFowyChc3eGUvP_WU1nOjxtQn4/edit?usp=sharing


plans for students
who need
remediation and
enrichment

analyze student
data to determine
where students
have deficiencies

● PLC leaders shall
use the RTI
Scheduler system
and tutoring
sessions to
provide
remediation for
student in need

these students to the
proper FLEX sessions

● If done with fidelity, our
overall MAP scores
should show growth
over the Winter and
Spring testing sessions

● Administrators will
attend PLC meetings to
ensure the Data
analysis process is
taking place

Literacy Plan - Bentonville Schools Literacy Plan 2022-23 -schools add  literacy plans

Master Literacy Plan - Academic RTI Documents

Now that we have effectively developed and executed a plan to fill in the gaps created by COVID and online learning, our focus has turned to
ensuring our PLC and RTI process is properly supportive of the needs of our students. We have changed the way we schedule our FLEX
sessions in order to put emphasis on core subjects on certain days. We will schedule days for each core subject throughout the week and ensure
that all students/teachers/staff adhere to that priority we set. The second phase of this plan is to inspect that teachers are doing with this time and
ensure they have all the tools to make use of this extra time we have given to remediation and support.

Since our administrators have completed RISE Training and RISE Assessor Training, we will now begin to assess teacher use of the concepts
and actions they learned during their RISE training. As administrators, we will review what is happening in the classroom and determine whether
we need to focus on more use in the classroom, or continue to provide feedback when we see it used with fidelity in the classroom.

After a year with NEWSELA in specific departments, we are planning on expanding its use in all of our classrooms. This is a great way for
students to get engaged in their learning, while also providing a great platform for assessment and feedback. Each teacher will have an account
and administrators will check periodically to ensure teachers are using it with fidelity.

We have structures in place to support our ELL students, our students with disabilities, and our students who generally struggle with the
curriculum. For those ELL students, we have developed surveys that will go out to the parents of these students to determine what supports they
need at home to help their students, how we can better communicate our curriculum and content to those parents and students, and how we can
better understand their cultures so we can engage those students more. We are always improving our inclusion and co-teaching methods to
support our students with disabilities, but we are also focusing on our students who suffer from dyslexia, meeting quarterly as a committee,
reviewing data, and coming up with scaffolding and support for those students. Finally, for our students who need Tier 1,2, &3 interventions, we
have made a commitment within our PLC’s to truly look at data. PLC’s are required to provide the details of a data story that they commit to every

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1v-k2yYp1mY6940IbG1z6YuQziWGgEMXM3b5q57gAnW8/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/0APJGGaIHulGjUk9PVA


quarter. This data story could be on an individual student, or a group of students, and will be how they implemented a strategy and it was
successful, or a plan to implement a strategy for a student or group of students. To determine what students need the most support, our teachers
will use this Decision making tree for guidance. We will continue to provide and enhance our remediation time during the day for students (our
FLEX and Advisory period’s) to ensure we have the time and space to work with these struggling students.

This plan will need to be continually reviewed. As a result, the Literacy and Math Specialists, Department Chairs, Assistant Principals, ELL
coordinator, our intervention team, and the principal will meet quarterly to  review this plan quarterly and adjust as necessary.

Describe how you use supplemental funding/staff to support at-risk students in increasing academic achievement:

Student Support Counselor - Our student support counselor provides support to our students struggling with social and emotional difficulties.
This student support counselor is available to all of our students, and serves as an advocate for our students' needs. He/She develops
relationships with students and meets with them throughout the year to continuum of support. He/She also monitors student communication in
email and social media, and alerts leadership when students are at risk of harm.
Student Advocate - Our student advocate is a liaison for our parents and students and provides support for them within the walls of the school as
well as outside the school with connections to support organizations. Student advocates provide emotional, and physical support for our students,
and continue to build relationships with outside organizations that can provide that support.
FINS Initiative - We have made changes to the way we track student absences in an effort to have everyone that has an impact involved in the
process. Assistant Principals will be attending court and working directly with counselors, teachers, students, parents, student advocate, and the
court to ensure all resources are in the hands of the students and parents that are the most in need.

Additional Request for the district to consider: (what additional requests the school is asking of the district)

None

*District - Additional Support/Considerations: (what the district decides to provide)

Insert link to meeting agenda/minutes example: Sample agenda Link

https://drive.google.com/file/d/12Xe6ZYhA73kD1x0kWHwnMAwMeNNjw7HQ/view
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13BJwGlAO2U1PoAFOQLBO8pT2qQZPp0ReJyr9CdYxhoo/edit

